
1.24.21  RealLife Message Notes

Uninvolved:

...protect them by the power of you name, the name you gave me, so that they 
may be one as we are one.         
                                                                             John 17:11

Hindsight’s 2020
The Things We Don’t Talk About

Our C_________ C___________ determines our 
P____________ and is M___________ and C______.

Being uninvolved doesn’t mean your U__________
and means you’re uninvolved in the S__________
“At some point, we started believing that talking about politics and religion 
is uncomfortable, and uncomfortable things ought to be avoided. As a result, 
the muscle used to debate kindly, speak openly, and converse respectfully has 
atrophied... We’re the product of our own unwillingness to talk about though 
topics well and our choice to ‘deal’ with it all by avoiding it.”
-Sarah Bauer Anderson

We think the only way peace is P________ is 
when we all believe the S______ T_______.

Context:

Everyone’s opinion D_____ M______ on E______ 
T______.
We have been as J____________ as possible towards 
people and convinced ourselves it’s A_________.

The Fallacy of Social Media:

What Do I Do Now?    

Acknowledge your cultural context.

Refuse to participate in public shaming/cancel 
culture.

Listen to people who don’t experience the world the way 
you do.

P_________ and P___________ take
P_____________ over P___________.

“We’ve been asking, ‘How do I get others to change their minds, see as 
I do, come to my side and be like me?’ But what is instead, we started 
asking, ‘How can we begin to close the space between us?’”

Presence is powerful. Presence sends a message and the message isn’t, ‘I 
wholeheartedly agree with you and everything you do.’ Presence sends 
a message that says, ‘I care about you, I like you, and that’s why I am 
committed to being around and with you. Because you are more than 
a position to agree or disagree with. You are a person.”
-Sarah Bauer Anderson
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